and avoiding people's faces to challenge 'reciprocity', the film articulates the dehumanisation of its subjects: 'for the system we are not people. […] .
There's only the law that exists for us, the law of blood, of fine matter' (Pick 2011: 130, 129) . Both creaturely humans and wild animals are consigned to a performative survival and subsist as matter beyond socio-politically meaningful life.
The creature's resulting proximity with non-human animals, and its potential at least to regain or receive the human status, reveals the human as a provisional condition. As Pick acknowledges: 'In its doing and undoing, the human is shown to be a tenuous, fragile construct' (Pick 2011: 27) . The creature is therefore neither particularly human nor animal exactly. Unlike anthropomorphic beings that consist of human properties added to the nonhuman, such as Red Peter the ceremonious ape, the creature acts as a lens with which to view equivocal species relations and further disrupt the human/non-human binary. Creatureliness is not fixated on applying stable human characteristics to others, but rather intent on exploring areas of kinship or equivalences. Pick draws on Vladimir Tyulkin's 2005 film About Love and the tale of a woman whose home is overrun with the many abandoned dogs she keeps, to exemplify this relatedness. In one scene, a cross-dissolve gestures towards the parallels between two crowded spaces, one with humans and the other with animals: 'People and dogs are shown in their impinging physicality; both clamor for protection and love' (118). As this perceptive example indicates, vulnerability is the insignia of the creaturely grey area, or better still, mutual condition.
Although Pick explores creaturely poetics in literature initially, it is clear that she finds cinema a particularly suitable form to redress anthropomorphic insolence and anthropocentric habits. With reference to film theorist André Bazin's thinking on realist cinema, Pick pays attention to 'cinema as a zoo: cinema as a zoomorphic stage that transforms all living beings -including humans -into creatures' (106). Through a profoundly realist cinema that would deploy photographic machinery as the most indiscriminating of witnesses to its least interfering capacity, Pick reckons on the ability to eschew species divisions in favour of capturing the shared experience of temporality and contingency. As a depersonalizing form, such cinema can supposedly behold beings as 'subject to exposure, the transience and finitude of matter' (114). In doing so, Pick champions 'a mark of cinema's immediacy and materiality -its corporeal zoomorphic quality or creatureliness' (106). The near self-effacing observation of the camera lens apprehends all beings occupying space in time whilst they are concurrently subject to the transient flicker of film, which evokes the 'life-turning' of the zoetrope and its simultaneously arrested and animated beings.
Pick's analysis of creaturely cinema is persuasive but it is curious that theatre is absent from her thesis, given that the temporality, contingency, immediacy and materiality she identifies in cinema find their greatest expression in live performance. If creaturely poetics is understood as an aesthetic that captures the vulnerability of the living body, theatre is an exemplary form owing to the prominence of the physical on stage. As Simon Shepherd recognises: 'Theatre is an art of body and an art grounded in body' (Shepherd 2006: 7) . As a semiotic system, theatre generates significance through the performer and mise-en-scène as objects and images in a manner broadly comparable to cinema. In contrast to cinema, however, live performance conveys the ubiquity of vulnerability as it showcases concrete specimens present in real time in a space shared with the spectator, which forges a tacit connection between the bodies on and off stage, as the same basic physical conditions apply to both. Disregarding the representative function of narrative drama for a moment, it is notable that the actors are copresent with the audience as tangible, proximal beings and that the materiality of the spectacle bonds the play world and the extratheatrical world. This intimacy with the performance in both spatial and temporal senses, which can be exploited and accentuated in the play text, constitutes the unique tension and impact of live theatre as a creaturely form.
Live performance as a medium prompts the recognition of the body as subject to time and space to foreground its actual precariousness. Yet theatre can also flirt with its own status as imitation, as a site of meaning and article of hermeneutic attention. The fictional value of theatrical performance is a diaphanous veil thrown over the pure materiality of the performers. Its Performance Research: On Anthropomorphism, 20:2 (April 2015), edited by Richard Allen and Shaun May 6 pretence exists as an agreement between actor and audience to suspend disbelief. It is a fragile dynamic, though, as the stubborn reality of the human body constantly threatens to discredit the fiction. The incumbent danger most pronounced in theatre is that the illusion of the signified other or represented thing fails and that the human signifier is recognised, thus reinstating the anthropocentric orientation. Beckett's plays and adaptations of Kafka, on the other hand, expose the human as a feeble designation by diminishing the characters' claims to human characteristics and unveiling the mechanisms by which meaning is made to such a degree that a virtually denuded bodily reality is highlighted, which in turn evokes the creaturely dimension applicable to living beings in general. This change relates to the sense of 'becominganimal' that Gilles Deleuze describes as a 'zone of indiscernibility or undecidability between man and animal' (Deleuze 2003: 21) . Whether this is taken as a dangerous exclusion or a glorious release from categorisation and signification, the salient point is that, as Vladimir and Estragon, Protagonist, Red Peter and Gregor Samsa all experience scenarios that uncover ways in which human meaning is imperilled, each slips into a creaturely state of becoming, as aberrant, itinerant, destitute beings.
One outcome of creaturely indeterminacy is that the theatre audience's attention can shift to the actors as things ricocheting between conceptual signification and the bare fact of earthly existence. The liveness of performance makes the tension between abstract meaning and materiality keenly felt, on both the fictional level, as actors ward off their own and the audience's reality to conjure an invented world, and in the sense that the matter of the theatrical performance, realised by an acute awareness of performance qua performance, is never entirely neutral. There is always friction between pure existence and the signification presence attracts in the theatre. This correlates with a most creaturely dynamic that Julia Lupton describes: the creature is 'impelled by idealism yet forever earthbound by the weight of corporeality, at once sullen angel and pensive dog' (Lupton 2000: 5) .
The pull between brute existence and philosophical idealism in which meaning is dependent on the mind is compelling in the live context of theatre where the ordinary contract of losing oneself in another world wrestles with 1992: 58) . Although Protagonist appears as a dehumanised puppet creation, it can nevertheless be claimed that the human body still encodes an anthropomorphic level. Furthermore, the final resistant gesture as Protagonist raises his head to silence the taped applause arguably restores his independence. Yet it remains true that Beckett elicits the political substrate inherent to theatre as he exposes theatre's ability to interfere with and effectively defamiliarize human beings. The manipulation of the Protagonist on the stage demonstrates that the body is an object with which to overlay meaning. The slippage between the biological fact of the human anatomy and the human as a conceptualised status discloses that the body is not necessarily a coherent entity synonymous with the human. Despite the indefatigable echo of the human that apparently rears its head, it is patent that Protagonist's humanity is extricable and therefore tenuous. The presumably human recalcitrance that concludes Beckett's play, then, is always and irrevocably marked by the easy dehumanisation of the preceding context, which realigns the resistant gesture with the more general self-preservation of living creatures.
Humans Playing Creatures Playing Humans in Kafka
The tension between the character's non-human status and actor's human appearance that Beckett explores is the prevailing substance of the performance adaptations of Kafka's stories. These plays are proponents of creaturely poetics in that they evoke the continuity that exists between human and non-human animals to disrupt the simple anthropomorphic definition of the non-human with human characteristics. Red Peter in Kafka's Monkey 'creates an analogy between his own change from ape and the evolution of human beings' (Harel 2010: 60). When he reflects on the spectacle of two trapeze artists, for instance, Red Peter scorns the display: '"So this is human freedom?" I said to myself. "A self-satisfied routine? What a mockery of mother nature!"' (Teevan 2009: 31-32) . According to this portrait, the smug show of human self-determination parallels the performing ape as it desperately conceals a straining animality. As Red Peter effectively presents 'human mannerisms laid over the still visible tics and odd screeches of the ape' (Coveney 2009), the implication is that the human race shares a comparable mixture of affected appearances and instinctive actions.
However, the ontological blurring is more complex in live performance than the correlation with human evolution suggests, as a human actor plays an ape playing a human. Teevan knowingly alludes to the physicality of Without rights, Gregor is effectively severed from the protection of the polis and, as an abandoned being, inherits the precarious life of a creature. This degradation in fact triggers an anthropomorphic gravitation in that Gregor is a recognizable anthropoid form devoid of human dignity and thus compelled to regain humanity. Gregor's story is one of anthropomorphic desire as he attempts to re-assimilate into domestic, social and vocational life. In turn, his alienation inspires reflections on human culture from a peripheral, less insular viewpoint. Pick argues that reassessing ways of life from this more biocentric vantage is a requisite of creaturely poetics: 'Reading through a creaturely prism consigns culture to contexts that are not exclusively human, contexts beyond an anthropocentric perspective' (Pick 2011: 5) . Through the enlarged Performance Research: On Anthropomorphism, 20:2 (April 2015), edited by Richard Allen and Shaun May 16 empathy of this 'creaturely prism', humans assume a less privileged place in the anthrozoological continuum.
It is the means of creaturely poetics at theatre's disposalnamely the materiality, temporality and contingency of performancethat suggests it is the artistic form to genuinely evince the coincidence of others. This 'being with' is intensified by Metamorphosis' attentiveness to the vulnerability and affliction that unites living creatures. Lyn Gardner's review of the play captures precisely this quality:
As Gregor's family increasingly fail to recognise the humanity beneath his outward appearance, we too look with skewed eyes, and immediately understand his confusion and isolationsomething emphasised by Gardarsson's own desperate athleticism in the lead
role. (Gardner 2013)
Gardner is possibly thinking of the sequence where 'Gregor starts to crawl insanely over the whole room like a wounded animal, crying, shrieking, reeling, turning... ' (Farr and Gardarsson 2006: 34) . Although human kinship is diminished in this example, the audience's comprehension of Gregor's plight is accomplished through this manifest, animalistic reaction. The sensitivity to this other-than-human being achieved through the impact of immediate and affecting physical performance attests to the creaturely poetics employed in the play and analogous theatre.
The irony of the creaturely poetics evident in Beckett's plays and adaptations of Kafka is that it means partially dispelling the pretence of theatre to reveal the activity of performance and the conditions that actors and spectators share. This antitheatrical sensibility complements the various degrees of thematic content and effects that remain in the plays and that draw attention to the impermanence of human meaning. Having indicated the theatrical and socio-political mechanisms that ascribe meaning to the body, the flesh and blood materiality of organic life becomes prominent in performance and yet is deflected by anthropomorphic acts that summon apparitions of the human.
